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Abstract 

The authors present frorn a heuristic viewpoint an elernentary study 
of the unusual rnagic square (GMS) found in the outstanding Gaudí's 
Sagrada Familia Temple in Barcelona. Its magic sum is 33 and it features 
=E rms,  duir,nns, d i a g ~ d s  m Y  2/2 hrake~ diagonwls, m U  vn 2 x 2 
subsquases, such as tlie central one or the one formed by the entries at the 
four corners. Elementary Group Theory is introduced as a natural tool in 
the study of tlie magic square in order to analyse how these magic-surn 
preserving structures wander on the torus (Z/4) x (Z/4), the geometxlc 
counterpart oi the plane square. 
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En este trabajo se presenta un estudio heurístico elemental acerca del 
ctiadrado mtigico que se halla en una de las fachadas del Templo de la 
Sagrada Familia de Barcelona. Se introducen nociones de teoría de grupos 
y de su acción sobre la contrapartida geométrica del cuadrado, el toro 
W 4 )  x (W4) - 

Palabras clave: Acción de un Grupo, Cuadrado Mágico, Grupo, Toro. 

1 Introduction 

Magic squares are found quite often in recreational Matliematics a,nd are used as 
teaching aides in various aritlimetical questions. An n-th order magic square is 
an n x n array of whole numbers having the property that tlie sum of tbe terms 
in any row, in any columii and in any of the t;wo diagonals is thc same. This 
common sum M is usually called the magic sum of the sc1uar.e. It is customary 
that the numbers in the square he part of some arithmetic progression, and 
the case {1 ,2 ,3 ,  . .., n2)  is the standard one for the 1% x n square. Nevertheless, 
this is not compulsory and repeated numbers are allowed, as well as apparently 
random chosen elements. Magic-square practitioners are able to  build squares 
with many different kinds of predetermined magic-sum preserving suhsets, e. 
g. ,having tlie shape of letters or other figures, but here we shall concentrate 
on simpler matters. See the classic well-known book by Andrews (Andrews 
lg l7) ,  the excellent webpage www.magic-sq uares.de, and many articles in the 
electronic journal of mathematical enrichment a t  nrich.maths.org. 



During a recent trip to Barcelona on the occasion of tlie ~esquicenteniiia,l 
year dedicated to the famous architect Antoni Gaudí who livcd between 1852 
aiid 1926, see (Cirlot 2002) for a quíclc and colourful referente, the authors 
observed iii one of the fa~ades  of his still unfinished Sagrada Familia Temple 
(figure 1) the magic square showrl in figure 2 It must be notecl as well that 
the same niagic square is fouiid severa1 times in other parts of the building, 
though with a smaller size. I t  is a lar@ artworlc over l m  x lm, located in the 
wall, at the left of the doorway. Rather curiously an Internet search for magic 
squaxe gaudi yielded only four results with little mathernatical interest. A 
rather complete and rnost interesting account on GMS can be read in the paper 
by Maritz (Maritz 2001). The magic sum of this fourtli order square is M = 33 
row-, column-, and diagonalwise: It is a real magic square. In a first glirnpse, 
it is somehow displeasing that neither 12 nor 16 appear in it, while 14 and 10 
are shown twice. But this first impression quicltly vanishcs wheii a wedth of 
magic-sum preserving structures is discovered. 

a 
Within a magic sqiiare, rows, colurnns and the two main diagonals are spa- 
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tia1 structures with n elements each (a single cell of the square would be a 
- 
m 
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oize-eIement structure) upon which the inagic sum is preserved. For our pur- - - 
pose, it is better to consider them as the result of some moving n-windows 
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that selpct q itpms o ~ ?  of thp g~,r&&!e n2 ~ l m b e r s .  Let U \ w  q l T f l \  1 tE,c sfim of O 

the n numbers selected by a general n-window. Then the deíinition of a 
magic square arnounts to the followirig definition: An rL x n array of wliole n 

E 

numbers is called a magic square whcn S ( W )  = M holds for any n-window 
- 
a 

W E {Rows, Columns, Diagonals). 
2 

n n 

Indeecl there can cxist n-wiiidows other than the usual rows, columns and n 

diagoimls wíth the property S(W)  = M. Magic squares having these magic- 3 

sum preserving spatial structures are given different names, al1 of them ir1 tlie 
O 

more-than-magic squaeniood. An iiivestigation of these features can be better 
undertaken by trying sorrie geometry on magic squares. 

Let R be the row-like n-window. If R is displaced up and clown, the sum of 
tlie selected row is indeed M ,  for otherwise the square would not be a magic one. 
To add some mathcrnaticd flavom, consider only the dnwnward rlispi-7ccEent 
and note that there exist exactly n consecutive one-step displacernents of R 
before coming back to the row shown by R in the first instante. In other words, 
the following obvious proposition on a symmetry (in the general sense) of magic 
squares is obtained: 

Proposition 1 Let g ( R )  denote the Lranslate of R by any GJ E Z/n under the 
group action just defined. Then S(g(R))  = M. 

Indeed, the above proposition is also true for the column-like window C. 
Tlius, it is shown that S is an invariant quantity under the action o£ some 
displacement groups operating on certain classes of n-windows. This is pure 6 



la Iclein geometry, so let us build a natural object where group actions will be 
readily interpreted. 

Identification, or glueing, of opposite sides of the square yields a torus, where 
things become more conveniently displayed. For instance, the 4 entries at the 
four corners of the original square arrange thenlselves izeatly in a 2 x 2 square 
on the torus surfacz, and tlie main diagonals, as well as the broken diagonals 
(which become no longer broken ones), wrap lzelically around the torus. 

Now let us consider tlie group G, = (Z ln)  x (Zln)  acting as a translation 
group on the square in the following way: (g, h) E G, acts on a single cell by 
traiislating it say g units to the right and 11 units upwarcls. The torus identifi- 
cation allows the wandering 1-window to visit once and again al1 locations on 
the square without leaving the torus surface. She action of (g, 1%) on a gen- 
eral n-window is achieved by the joint action upon the individual cells of the 
winclow. The next Proposition on magic-sum preserving toroidal sylnmetries 
follows immediately: 

Proposition 2 Let (g, h) (TU) denote the translate b z ~  (g, h) E G, of an,y row- 
or column-like n-window W under. the group action just defined. Then 
S((g,  h) ( W ) )  = M-. 

a 
This result shows tliat the row-wise (as well as the column-wise) magic sum - 

is a group invariant of G, and any of its subgroups. Tlze idea of a subgroup m 
O 

action becoines helpful in the treatment of the diagonal sums: - O 
m 

E Pr9positi~z 3 L.& .;u cvr?si&r the dinggnal y ~ h g ~ c % p  I l n  L \ J > Y /  n\ c - / 3  - I L  1 I J E z / m l  ,-u 
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Zln.  If D is a main diagonal 71,-windozu, then S((g, g )  (D)) = DI. 
,, 

This proposition simply states that the inagic sum of a principal diagonal E 
a 

is preserved under any translation along its direction. 
n - 

3 Mathematically writing on GMS 3 O 

Now, let us turn our attention to the magic square in Gaudí's Cathedral. Figure 
2 shows the magic square, which is copied here for quiclc reference: 

111 this case, n = 4 and G4 = Z/4 x Z/4. Tlie group operation on G4 is 
defined as componentwise addition mod 4. Tl-ie possible nontrivial subgroups 
of G4 have orclers 2, 4, and 8, and the complete list is: 



3.1 Square 4-windows 

We are interested in square shaped 4-windows, Le. 2 x 2 subsquares. Direct 
inspection shows that e.g. the four elemcnts in the bottom left 2 x 2 square 

also have the inagic sum 33. Now, let the action of G4 displace this square 
4-window on the torus surface. A simple check shows that not every element of 
G4 will preserve the magic suni: Just observe that urider (1,O) 

- - 
m 
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the magic sum 33 is lost. The same can be said about the action of (O, l ) ,  o 
n 

(3, O) ,  (0,3), ... Therefore, the magic sum is riot preservcd under thc action of E 

subgroups including any of tliese elements. However, thc actions of (2, O), (0,2), 
a 

(1, l ) ,  (2,2), (3,3), ... do preserve the magic sum. A little book-keeping work n n 

(figure 3) could be summed up in the following piece of rnathernatical writing 
n 

starting with a definition: Let (g, h )  E G4. The index of ( g ,  h) is defined as the 3 
O 

mod 2 residual class of g -k h,. 

Proposition 4 The magic sum M = 33 of square structurcs ir¿ GMS is pre- 
served under the action of the elements of G4 having zero index. 

Proposition 5 The magic sum M = 33 of a square structure in GMS z's pre- 
served under th,e action of the proper suOgroups H ~ J ,  IiI2,2, H2,3, H ~ J ,  l&,4, 

and H ~ J .  

The action of elements with index 1 is most interesting as well. For instance, 
let us remind that 3 = -1. mod 4 and consider the following two inverse actions 
on the bottom left square: 



The 33 siim of our old friend is changed into 25 under (1, O ) ,  and into 
4iunder (3,O). But these two numbers add up to 66 = 2 x 33, so tbe magic 
sum is obtained by averaging the sums obtained by considering two inverse 
actions on the original left bottom square. Some playing wíth the whole GMS 
shows that this is the case starting at  any other 33-sum square and applying 
to it any two inverse actions. This wonderful result, together with the previous 
propositiori, should deserve being stated as a Theorem. 

Theorem 6 Let Q be a 2 x 2 square window such that S(Q) = 33, and lei 
( g ,  h) be any element of Ge. Xhen the following holds: 

Eitker tke indez of ( g ,  k) +,S O,  n r ~ d  S((g, h)(Q)) = 33, 

o or the indez of ( g ,  i z )  is 1, and the magic sum 1:s the average 

3.2 Diagonal kwindows 
-. 'i'lie analysis of square 4-structures is easiiy carried over to üiagonai 4-structures. 
In GMS we f ind three classes thereof, up to the obvious symmetry: a 

N 

In the torus, the brokeri diagonals do not show up as broken, and it is easy to 
see t,h& zcrc isdex activfiü trmwlstz prinzipd Uiagaaals Fitllcr i d a  t!iemse!-s 
or into broken 2 / 2  ones, while index 1 actions transform the principal diagonal 
into brolten 313. ones. Tlie analogue oi theorem 6 is: 

Theorem 7 Let D be a diagon,al4- window such that S(D) = 33, and let ( g ,  h) 
be any element of G4. Then the following holds: 

brolteri 212 

o Either the index of ( g ,  6) is 0, and S((g,  h j p j j  = 33, 

e 

or the index of (g ,  h )  is 1, and the magic sum i s  the average 

* 
* 

* 



We have presented from a heuristic viewpoint an elementary study of thc un- 
usual GMS, trying t o  emphasise tlie role of more or less hidderi symmetries in 
preserving the magic sum. Thus we were led to  the translation of arithmeti- 
cal questions into gcometrical considerations on a rather complicatcd though 
natural surface, that of a torus, a fact that should emphasise interest on the 
consideration of the unity of Mathematics and the interplay between differen6 
techniques as the corncrstone of mathernatical activity. 

In this paper no attempt has been made cithcr towarcls extremely rigourous 
theore~n proving or precise definitions. Rather, playing with figures and dia- 
grarns, scribbling and, to say it in a single word, discovery have been mainly 
sticsscd. For instance, the word window has hcen used interchangeably t o  de- 
scribe both the window itself and the set of n~iinbers seen through it, and it is 
obvious that Theoreins 6 and 7 could be stated jointly in a single result, that  
could have been rewritten in terms of subgroups of G4.The reader is invited t o  
do i t  as an  exercise in matl.ieinatica1 elegance. 
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